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A tokamak device which relies on magnetic confinement of plasma is a promis-
ing concept for a fusion power plant. The big challenge facing the world fusion 
community is now the development of a tokamak which can operate with the high 
power flux densities relevant for a commercial fusion reactor. This necessitates that 
controlled power and particle exhaust scenarios and a material design which with-
stands the impinging plasma are developed. A crucial component is the tokamak 
divertor, which is characterized by tremendously complex plasma-wall interaction 
processes. This thesis investigates the behaviour of the divertor plasma and the as-
sociated release and transport of materials in the reactor-relevant ASDEX Upgrade 
tokamak. The validity of models used for predicting reactor operation is assessed 
through comparisons between numerical calculations and existing experimental 
data.
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Abstract 
Divertors play a critical role in power and particle exhaust and plasma-material 
interaction in tokamaks.  Of particular  concern is  the release of  impurities  from 
the material components, which reduces the lifetime of the vessel wall and af-
fects the fusion performance. Furthermore, impurities with low charge number 
can migrate and re-deposit forming potentially tritium-rich layers in the toka-
mak. Sophisticated numerical simulations are required to understand how the 
various complex and often nonlinear processes in the plasma boundary affect the 
divertor performance.  
This thesis investigates the plasma conditions and the migration of impurities in 
the divertor region, using numerical code packages with the most complete 
available description of the relevant physical processes. It is known from earlier 
studies that the codes have both weaknesses and uncertainties in their models, 
which limits our current predictive capabilities. In this thesis work, carbon injec-
tion experiments at the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak are modelled. The work as-
sesses the present-day boundary plasma models and elucidates impurity migra-
tion processes by comparing the simulations with experimental data. 
The results show that both the local migration and the net erosion of carbon are 
sensitive to the divertor plasma conditions. Good agreement between the mod-
elled and measured divertor plasma parameters is obtained for a limited opera-
tional regime at low density. In this regime, the measured carbon migration is 
also reproduced in the simulations, and it is shown to be significantly affected by 
the electric field and the collisionality of the plasma in the divertor region. A 
significant improvement in code-experiment agreement is obtained after drifts 
arising from electric and magnetic fields are included in both plasma and impuri-
ty simulations. At higher plasma densities, collisionless hot electrons are a po-
tential explanation for the deficiencies observed when benchmarking the plasma 
models against experiments. 
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Tiivistelmä 
Diverttorilla on tärkeä rooli tokamakin ensiseinämän läheisyydessä olevan plas-
man olosuhteiden ja plasma-materiaalivuorovaikutuksen säätelyssä. Erityisenä 
huolena on materiaalipintojen eroosio, joka lyhentää seinämien elinikää ja tuot-
taa epäpuhtauksia plasmaan. Epäpuhtauksien kulkeutumisesta riippuu, miten 
epäpuhtaudet vaikuttavat fuusioreaktorin suorituskykyyn ja mihin ne kerrostuvat 
uudelleen, mahdollisesti yhdessä tritiumin kanssa. Koska diverttorin toimintaan 
vaikuttavat prosessit ovat monimutkaisia ja epälineaarisia, niiden kuvaamiseen 
tarvitaan kehittyneitä simulointiohjelmistoja. 
Tässä väitöskirjassa tarkastellaan diverttorialueen plasmaolosuhteita ja epäpuh-
tauksien kulkeutumista käyttäen tulevaisuuden koelaitteiden suunnitteluun täh-
tääviä simulointiohjelmistoja. Nämä ohjelmistot sisältävät viimeisimmät saata-
villa olevat fysiikkamallit, mutta aiemmat työt ovat tuoneet esille merkittäviä 
epävarmuuksia niiden laskentatuloksissa. Väitöskirjassa simuloidaan ASDEX 
Upgrade -tokamakilla tehtyjä kokeita, joissa hiiltä on injektoitu diverttorialueelle. 
Työssä arvioidaan nykyisten reunaplasmamallien oikeellisuutta ja selvitetään 
hiilen kulkeutumisominaisuuksia vertaamalla simulaatiotuloksia kokeellisiin 
mittauksiin. 
Työn tulokset osoittavat, että hiilen kokonaiseroosio ja paikallinen kulkeutumi-
nen vaihtelevat diverttorin plasmaolosuhteiden mukaan. Simulaatioilla pystytään 
hyvin toistamaan mitatut plasmaolosuhteet rajatulla alhaisen tiheyden käyttöalu-
eella. Tässä tapauksessa myös mallinnettu hiilen kulkeutuminen vastaa mittaus-
tuloksia, ja sen osoitetaan riippuvan voimakkaasti diverttorialueen sähkökentästä 
ja plasman törmäyksellisyydestä. Sähkö- ja magneettikentistä johtuvan ajautu-
misen huomioiminen parantaa merkittävästi niin plasma- kuin epäpuhtaussimu-
laatioiden vastaavuutta koetulosten kanssa. Törmäyksettömät korkeaenergiset 
elektronit voivat selittää simulaatioiden ja kokeiden välisiä eroavaisuuksia suu-
remmilla plasmatiheyksillä. 
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1. Introduction
Several decades of research have been carried out to develop a reactor that
produces net energy from thermonuclear fusion of hydrogen isotopes. This
work is about to culminate in the construction of ITER, a tokamak-type
magnetic-confinement device that is designed to achieve burning plasma con-
ditions, producing 10 times more energy than that which is consumed for
heating the fuel [7]. Among the key issues to be tested in ITER is the via-
bility of plasma-facing materials under the high, reactor-relevant power and
particle fluxes reaching the walls. Long-term operation of a tokamak reactor
requires a design which minimizes the erosion of the wall elements. For this
reason, a thorough understanding of the physical mechanisms controlling the
behaviour of the plasma boundary and plasma-wall interaction processes is
needed. This thesis contributes to this understanding based on results from
our present devices and their numerical interpretation.
Before discussing the physics of plasma-wall interaction, it is useful to de-
scribe the tokamak plasma geometry. Tokamaks are toroidally shaped plasma
devices in which the motion of charged particles is constrained by magnetic
fields. Because of the Lorentz force, charged particles gyrate around magnetic
field lines with a radius known as the Larmor radius, rL. Here, rL = mv⊥/qB,
where m, q and v⊥ are the mass, charge, and perpendicular velocity
1 of the
particle, respectively, and B is the magnetic field strength. In a tokamak,
external coils are used to create a strong toroidal magnetic field, Bφ, which
results in rL = 0.1–10 mm for the light fuel ions [9]. However, the plasma is
not confined by Bφ alone. The toroidal geometry leads to gradients in the
magnetic field strength, which give rise to cross-field drifts. Further drifts
1Throughout this thesis, perpendicular and parallel are with respect to the total magnetic
field.
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1. Introduction
Figure 1.1: Helical magnetic field lines in a tokamak. Figure courtesy of
EFDA-JET [8].
arise because of resulting electric potential variations. To keep the plasma
stable, a toroidal current is driven through the plasma to create a weaker
poloidal magnetic field, Bθ. The resulting helical magnetic field lines, see
Figure 1.1, lie on a nested set of tubular surfaces called magnetic flux sur-
faces.
Despite the strong helical magnetic field, the confinement in a tokamak is
imperfect, and plasma-wall contact occurs. The Coulomb interaction between
charged particles and the cross-field drifts and turbulent motions lead to
transport of energy and particles across the magnetic flux surfaces, so that
they eventually reach the outermost flux surfaces and the first wall of the
machine. The magnetic field lines intersecting the solid surfaces are termed
open, to distinguish them from the closed magnetic field lines which define
the region of confined plasma. Particles and energy which are transported
radially across the last closed flux surface, LCFS, will be conducted and
convected along open field lines to the plasma-facing components, PFCs.
This causes unavoidable plasma-wall interaction, PWI.
14
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PWI processes affect both the material surfaces and the plasma conditions,
with potentially severe consequences for the operation of a fusion reactor.
The power and particle fluxes tend to erode the wall material, reducing the
PFC lifetime. The released material is ultimately re-deposited, changing the
surface material composition of the PFCs or, in the case of carbon, accumu-
lating in regions remote from plasma impact. In the plasma, eroded impurity
atoms are ionized, diluting the fuel and producing energy losses through ra-
diation. Elements with low charge number, Z, may radiate efficiently in the
vicinity of the material surfaces, with the beneficial consequence that the area
over which power is spread on PFCs is increased. For this reason, impurities
are sometimes deliberately injected into the plasma boundary. However, on
closed flux surfaces the impurities, particularly with high Z, can lead to pro-
hibitively large energy losses from the main plasma, severely deteriorating the
fusion performance. It is therefore important to achieve efficient screening of
impurities from the main plasma.
Even in the case of negligible erosion of the PFCs, the boundary plasma
conditions are strongly affected by the particle and energy sink produced
by the plasma-wall contact. Because of the difference in thermal velocity
between electrons and ions, an electric potential difference is created at the
plasma-wall interface, producing an electric field which extends throughout
the boundary plasma. The impinging plasma ions recombine with electrons at
the wall surface, so that neutral atoms are released into the edge plasma where
they radiate, collide with the ions, and become ionized. These processes yield
various sinks and sources of plasma particles, momentum and energy, which
in turn modify the power and particle fluxes reaching the material surfaces
and thus affect the erosion of the wall components.
The various boundary plasma processes are known to be influenced by the
geometry of the plasma and the PFCs. Instead of defining the LCFS by
a limiting wall element, a concept known as a divertor has been developed
over the years. A divertor is formed by running an external current, Id,
parallel to the plasma current, Ip, so that an additional poloidal magnetic
field component is formed. The outermost field lines become bent and connect
with the divertor targets, defining a region called the scrape-off layer, SOL,
depicted in Figure 1.2. The divertor design aims at dispersal or reduction
of the power arriving from the main plasma and efficient particle exhaust.
15
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Figure 1.2: The principles of limiter and divertor configurations, with a
poloidal cross-section of the torus. Figure courtesy of EFDA-JET [12].
The key objectives are, therefore, screening of impurities and compression of
neutrals in the divertor region that is remote from the main plasma.
The introduction of the divertor concept led to the discovery of an improved
plasma confinement regime in the 1980s. After applying high external heat-
ing to the plasma in the ASDEX tokamak, steep radial gradients of plasma
temperature, T , and density, n, were observed to form at the LCFS [10].
This pedestal was a result of a transport barrier formed at the plasma edge,
leading to a high-confinement, H-mode plasma that is nowadays regularly ob-
tained in most major tokamaks. Such high-performance plasmas can lower
the cost of energy production by reducing the required plasma volume in a
fusion reactor, but they are typically characterized by so-called edge-localized
modes, ELMs [11]. The ELMs are a magnetohydrodynamic phenomenon and
are manifest as periodic collapses of the pedestal, which lead to abrupt bursts
of particles and energy from the main plasma towards the first wall. Because
of their high power flux densities, these bursts, if not controlled, will be a
major concern for the endurance of the PFC materials.
Only few materials have been identified which could be used during burn-
ing plasma operation; the ones that will be tested on the various PFCs in
ITER are tungsten, beryllium and carbon [13]. From this selection, carbon
16
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has the most attractive thermomechanical properties, as it withstands large
heat loads without melting. Furthermore, it can be tolerated in larger con-
centrations in the core compared to high-Z impurities like tungsten. The
major problem associated with carbon is the formation of hydrocarbon lay-
ers which significantly increase the accumulation of radioactive tritium in the
PFCs. Because of nuclear safety regulations which restrict plasma operation
after ∼1 kg of in-vessel tritium inventory is reached [13], carbon is excluded
as a wall material during the second operation phase of ITER when D-T fuel
will be used. In a reactor, a further problem arises because of the reduction
of thermal conductivity of carbon after neutron irradiation. Tungsten is a
high-Z material which does not erode if the temperature at the plasma-wall
boundary can be kept low. In future high performance devices, however,
there is a risk that transient heat loads modify the surface morphology or
cause prohibitively large melt layer losses on the tungsten PFCs. For these
reasons, and because of the considerable experience gained by the world fu-
sion community with carbon, it is still a widely studied PFC material option.
A thorough understanding of divertor physics and plasma-wall interaction is
required to optimize the divertor design and discharge scenarios for future
devices. Because of the variety, complexity, and non-linearity of boundary
plasma processes, numerical simulations are needed to interpret experimental
results and to extrapolate them to future devices. Several sophisticated code
packages have been developed by the community for this purpose, and the
code solutions have been compared with experimental measurements from
existing devices. Unfortunately, these comparisons have revealed several
alarming discrepancies, demonstrating that our understanding of the plasma
boundary processes is not yet complete [5, 14]. In order to assess the possi-
ble deficiencies, it is necessary to validate the simulations against a sufficient
range of experimental conditions.
The work presented in this thesis focuses on benchmarking of plasma bound-
ary simulations, using well-established code packages that are used within
the community both to interpret and to predict experiments. These include
the SOLPS5.0 code package [15], for modelling the SOL and divertor plasma;
the ERO code [16], for following the local transport, erosion and deposition
of impurities; and the ASCOT code [17], which is used in this work to follow
guiding-centre particle orbits in the SOL. The various simulation tools are
17
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chosen based on the best available description of the investigated physical
processes in the codes, combined with their feasibility for extensive paramet-
ric studies. The device used for obtaining the detailed experimental data is
the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak, which is close to a geometrically scaled-down
version of ITER [18].
The thesis work investigates in particular the assumptions required to re-
produce the measured divertor plasma conditions in simulations, and the
mechanisms affecting the erosion, transport and deposition of carbon on di-
vertor surfaces. The two topics are tightly linked to each other, as the PWI
processes influence the divertor plasma and the divertor conditions determine
the erosion rates and affect the transport of impurities. Carbon is chosen as
an impurity, because there exists a uniquely informative way of investigat-
ing its migration experimentally, by means of injecting isotopically labelled
methane, 13CH4, into the plasma [19].
The experiments investigated form the most extensive set of divertor 13CH4
injection experiments in an ITER-like wall and plasma geometry up to date.
A detailed study of the migration mechanisms is carried out by integrating
the solutions from plasma fluid simulations (SOLPS5.0) with localized im-
purity migration simulations (ERO). In the course of the thesis work, the
effect of cross-field drifts was included for the first time in the SOLPS5.0–
ERO simulations. The thesis work includes a detailed comparison of the
SOLPS5.0 plasma solutions against plasma discharges in low-confinement
mode (L-mode). This type of thorough code-experiment benchmarking is
carried out for the first time against ASDEX Upgrade discharges in low
density and using both forward and reversed magnetic field configuration.
Furthermore, a comparison between the plasma fluid solutions and electron
following simulations is carried out by performing ASCOT simulations, which
for the first time use a plasma background from SOLPS5.0 simulation.
The content of the thesis work is further described in the following sections.
Section 2 discusses the relevant physical phenomena investigated in this the-
sis. Section 3 describes the experimental work which has been carried out,
with reference to studies made on other tokamaks. In section 4, the code
packages used in this work are presented. Section 5 summarizes the results
obtained in Publications I–V. Finally, conclusions are presented in section 6.
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2. The plasma boundary in divertor
tokamaks
2.1 Scrape-off layer and divertor plasma
Definition of the boundary regions
Before discussing the physical processes which define the conditions in the
plasma boundary, it is useful to first briefly introduce the most common
magnetic geometries and the various boundary regions in divertor tokamaks.
Several external currents are typically used to shape the plasma and to create
one or several X-points, where Bθ = 0. In this type of divertor configuration,
the LCFS is called the separatrix, as it separates the core plasma from the
open field lines. The various magnetic topologies are labelled according to
the number and locations of these X-points. If the separatrix contains only
one X-point, the topology is defined either a lower-single null, LSN, or an
upper-single null, USN. Two X-points can be formed simultaneously on the
separatrix to create a double-null configuration, DN. However, power exhaust
is not significantly facilitated with the DN configuration, and the machine
costs are higher than with single null topologies. ITER will use a LSN topol-
ogy, with an upper secondary X-point located outside the LCFS or inside
the wall elements. A similar configuration was used in the ASDEX Upgrade
experiments discussed in this thesis.
Figure 2.1 shows the magnetic field lines in one of the ASDEX Upgrade dis-
charges investigated in this work. In ASDEX Upgrade, a forward magnetic
field configuration is normally used, with B×∇B towards the active divertor.
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Figure 2.1: An example of a LSN magnetic configuration in ASDEX Upgrade.
Directions of Bφ and Ip are shown for the forward field configuration.
The corresponding directions of Bφ and Ip are indicated in the figure. The
open field lines belong to the SOL, recall Figure 1.2, excluding the region in
between the two legs of the separatrix, which is called the private-flux region,
PFR. It is customary to refer to the region of the SOL above the X-point as
the main SOL, or upstream, whereas the whole region below the X-point is
typically referred to as the divertor plasma, or simply the divertor.
A distinction is made between the inner and outer divertor targets, which
are on the high- and low-field sides of the vessel, HFS and LFS, respectively.
The magnetic flux surfaces are more compressed on the LFS compared to the
HFS, which is caused by the Shafranov shift [20]. Because of the variation in
Bθ, the radial spacing of the flux surfaces increases on the way to the divertor
targets. This flux expansion increases the plasma-wetted area of the targets,
reducing the target power flux densities.
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Sheath potential drop at the targets
At the plasma-material boundary, a strong electric field exists which affects
the plasma conditions throughout the open field line region. The electric
field arises because the electrons have a significantly smaller mass than the
ions and thus have a higher thermal mobility. Since the plasma must remain
quasineutral, any material surface in contact with it will initially receive
a higher flux of electrons than ions, which charges the surface negatively.
The potential difference between the plasma and the solid surface will begin
to repel the electrons and attract the ions. Assuming that the surface is
electrically floating, the ion and electron fluxes will adjust so that no net
current is received by the surface, but an ambipolar flow occurs. As a result,
a potential drop is formed within a thin layer close to the surface called the
sheath, in which the quasineutrality of the plasma is violated: ni > ne
1. In
the simplest case, the thickness of the sheath is characterized by the Debye
length, λD =
√
0T/nee2, where 0 is the vacuum permittivity and e is the
elementary charge. For typical tokamak divertor target plasma parameters,
λD << 0.1 mm.
Because of the large toroidal magnetic field component in tokamaks, the
magnetic field lines tend to have large incidence angles on the divertor target
surfaces: ψ = 86–90 degrees2. In such conditions, the sheath potential drop
has been shown to occur in two qualitatively different regions [21, 22]: in
the electrostatic Debye sheath, DS, and in a quasineutral magnetic presheath,
MPS, see Figure 2.2. As described above, the DS exists closest to the target,
with thickness ∼ λD, whereas the MPS may extend up to a few ion Larmor
radii. For typical target conditions, rL ∼ 1 mm. In the case of a very large
incidence angle of B, most of the potential drop occurs in the MPS, where
the resulting electric field, Emps, modifies the particle trajectories as shown
in Figure 2.2. Regardless of how the sheath is formed, the total potential
drop, Vsh, is approximately [23]:
eVsh
Te
∼ 0.5 ln
[(
2pi
me
mi
)(
1 +
Ti
Te
)]
. (2.1)
1Throughout the rest of this thesis, the subscripts i and e refer to ions and electrons,
respectively.
2Incidence angle is given here with respect to the surface normal.
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Figure 2.2: Ion and electron trajectories in the various sheath regions near
the target surface. Reproduced from [23].
This expression excludes corrections due to secondary electron emission and
particle reflection. Vsh is, thus, determined by the electron and ion tempera-
tures at the targets (expressed in eV throughout this overview).
The presence of the sheath has several consequences for the divertor and SOL
plasma, which to a first order do not depend on the fractions of potential drop
occurring in the MPS and DS [23]. The potential drop is not strictly limited
to these two regions; a weak presheath potential drop, eVps ∼ −0.7Te, also
exists along the field lines in the SOL and PFR [23]. The plasma flow is
accelerated in this presheath region in the direction towards the target. The
flow speed, u, is often described by normalizing to the flow Mach number,
M = u/cs, where cs is the ion sound speed:
cs =
√
ZTe + γTi
mi
. (2.2)
Here, Z is the ion charge and γ can have values in between 1 and 3, depending
on the plasma collisionality and magnetic geometry [24]. At the entrance to
the MPS, the flow velocity must be equal to or higher than the ion sound
speed, M ≥ 1, a condition known as the Bohm criterion [25].
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In addition to the effect on the flow velocity, the sheath influences the electron
and ion temperatures in the SOL plasma. The total energy transmission
through the sheath per ion–electron pair is 7–8TeΓse, where Γse is the parallel
ion flux at the sheath entrance [23]. However, due to the repulsive electric
field, only those electrons with energies above eVsh at the sheath entrance are
lost to the target, so that the electron energy distribution is depleted from
its high-energy tail. The sheath electric field transfers part of the electron
energy to the ions, which are accelerated. Therefore, the electron population
in the SOL is cooled by the sheath.
The SOL is often modelled using a fluid approach, which breaks down in
the MPS and DS regions. Therefore, it is customary to treat the sheath
by applying boundary conditions for the parallel velocity, heat transmission
and plasma potential at the sheath entrance. Possible deviations from the
above classical models have been identified in the past, arising from cross-field
drifts and their gradients [26,27], non-Maxwellian electron velocity distribu-
tions [28], surface roughness [29], various inelastic and collisional processes in
the MPS [28,30], and magnetic fields almost parallel to the surface [31] (see
also references in these papers). Simulations using, e.g., the particle-in-cell
method, PIC [32, 33], can be performed to obtain a more accurate descrip-
tion of the plasma-wall transition layer and to verify the boundary conditions.
Such studies were, however, excluded from this thesis work.
Power and particle transport in the SOL
One of the primary objectives of the divertor is to disperse or reduce the
power that is transported from the main plasma into the SOL [34]. When
volumetric particle, energy and momentum losses are small, the power loads
on the divertor targets are determined by the competition of parallel and
radial transport processes. The flows of energy and particles in these two
directions determine the radial decay lengths3 of parallel power fluxes and
plasma density in the SOL, which characterize the thickness of the SOL
plasma. In the following, the discussion is restricted to parallel and radial
transport, neglecting, for the moment, the effect of flows in the third, dia-
magnetic direction [35].
3The decay length is equal to the gradient scale length, e.g. λq‖ = q‖/∇⊥q‖.
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Particle transport is sensitive to the distribution of particle sources and sinks
in the SOL. The solid surfaces in contact with the magnetic field lines are
sinks for the plasma particles. Ions and electrons recombine at the targets
and are released back into the plasma as neutrals, which become ionized
and produce particle sources. Therefore, unlike the energy source which is
distributed along the separatrix, the particle source in the SOL is influenced
in addition by these ionization zones. In between the sources and the sinks,
there is net transport of particles along the field lines. Energy is transported
along the field lines either by conduction or convection. Convection carries
energy particularly in between the ionization sources and the targets [35].
The conducted parallel heat flux, q‖, in a collisional plasma is given by
q‖s = −χ‖s∇‖Ts, (2.3)
where s refers to either electrons or ions and χ‖ is the parallel heat conduc-
tivity [36]. The latter depends on the species mass and is significantly higher
for electrons than for ions. Furthermore, χ‖e increases with temperature and
decreases with collisionality:
χ‖e ∝
T
5/2
e
ne
∝ λcoll,evth,e, (2.4)
where λcoll,e and vth,e are, respectively, the electron collision mean-free path
and thermal speed [35,37].
The parallel transport tends to bring particles and energy directly to the
divertor targets, but competitive transport in the radial direction broadens
the power loads. Radial transport of both particles and heat in the SOL is
observed to be anomalously high in all tokamaks, exceeding the classically
expected transport levels, which include collisions and drifts, by even several
orders of magnitude. It is now universally accepted that this anomalous
transport is caused by plasma turbulence involving density, temperature,
and potential fluctuations [38, 39]. It is intermittent in nature and consists
of filamentary structures which travel at high speeds in the radial direction,
enhancing radial transport. Observations made in the past have indicated
that the cross-field SOL transport increases with plasma collisionality and
varies in the radial direction, increasing towards the outer SOL [40,41].
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To predict the conditions in future devices, a proper description of the trans-
port levels is required. The largest uncertainties involve the turbulent radial
transport, for which no scaling is yet available. It is a common procedure in
2D SOL modelling, which typically treats the plasma as a fluid, to describe
the radial transport by means of effective radial velocities or diffusivities [35].
The radial transport coefficients are adjusted by comparing the simulation
results against the experimentally measured temperature and density pro-
files in various devices and conditions. Recently, a collisionality-dependent
formulation of radial transport was attempted in edge fluid simulations, with
promising results with respect to reproducing observed trends in divertor
conditions as a function of plasma density [42].
Finally, it should also be noted that there are uncertainties in the parallel
transport. It has been suggested that fluctuations could affect transport in
the parallel direction [35, 43]. Furthermore, the SOL collisionality is often
insufficiently high to ensure the validity of the collisional heat conduction
equation (2.3), which gives |q‖e| → ∞ when λcoll,e → ∞. This last question
has been studied in detail in this thesis work and will be discussed further in
Section 4.1.
Divertor regimes
Neutrals recycling at the wall elements produce various particle, momentum
and energy sinks and sources in the SOL plasma. The dominant volumetric
power losses due to neutrals result from radiative de-excitation (line radia-
tion), charge-exchange reactions, and dissociation and ionization reactions.
The divertor design aims to confine these power losses to the divertor vol-
ume, so that large parallel temperature gradients can be produced in the
SOL. This allows the existence of a hot core plasma together with tolerable
power loads at the divertor targets.
Various divertor operation regimes can be identified according to the level of
recycling at the divertor targets. At the lowest plasma densities and, hence,
the highest divertor plasma temperatures, obtained by minimal fuelling, the
walls will initially absorb part of the impinging neutrals, acting therefore
as an additional ’pump’. Over a certain time period, which depends on
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the surface material and discharge density, the walls become fully saturated
by the neutrals. The neutrals are then released from the walls with fluxes
identical to the impinging ion fluxes, so that 100% recycling of the plasma
occurs. In typical tokamak conditions, the neutrals ionize close to the targets
and add to the particle fluxes arriving from the main SOL.
When the SOL plasma density is low, the recycling sources and the volumet-
ric power losses in the divertor are small. In such conditions, there are no
significant temperature gradients along the field lines, yielding a hot target
plasma, with typically T > 20 eV. The power is lost in this regime mostly
by the heat transmission through the sheath. Such conditions define a low-
recycling divertor plasma regime, also known as the sheath-limited regime.
As the discharge density is increased, the particle fluxes and, consequently,
recycling sources at the targets increase and the divertor plasma becomes
more dense and collisional. Due to finite parallel heat conductivity, equa-
tion (2.4), parallel temperature gradients are formed in the SOL (equation
(2.3)). Volumetric energy losses reduce the temperature at the targets fur-
ther. The conservation of total pressure along the field lines requires that
the drop in the target temperature is accompanied by an increase in tar-
get density. Unlike in the sheath-limited regime, where the target density,
nt, increases linearly with the upstream density, nu, the dependence is now
approximately cubic, nt ∝ n
3
u. Such conditions define a conduction-limited
regime, also known as the high-recycling regime.
Edge plasma modelling has attempted to reproduce the various experimen-
tally observed divertor plasma regimes. Qualitatively the reduction of Te
with increasing recycling is straightforwardly obtained, but even the most so-
phisticated 2D simulations available have failed to match quantitatively the
observed high-recycling conditions at the targets [5,14]. In a detailed study of
a medium-density ASDEX Upgrade discharge, the simulations yielded cooler
and denser divertor plasma conditions compared to experiments [1,44,45]. It
was suggested that in medium plasma collisionality, the commonly used fluid
description would fail as a consequence of kinetic effects [14]. In particular,
the presence of an increased supra-thermal electron population in the diver-
tor plasma could increase the target heat loads [46] and explain part of the
discrepancies with temperature measurements [47]. However, the inability
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of the codes to reproduce measurements over a wide range of collisionali-
ties [5] requires that further physics ingredients lacking in the analysis are
considered.
By far the most distinct discrepancies have been observed when modelling
divertor plasmas which, unlike the ones described above, are no longer at-
tached to the divertor targets. Experimental observations show that as the
temperature at the target drops below a few eV, the fluxes of electrons and
ions on the divertor targets usually begin to decrease, despite the increasing
density of the discharge and an increasing radiation measured in the diver-
tor [48]. This process is known as divertor detachment, and is defined by the
necessary condition that a loss of total pressure occurs along the field lines
from upstream down to the target. Detachment is considered to occur as a
result of increasing volumetric energy and momentum losses, including low-
temperature phenomena such as volume recombination and ion-neutral fric-
tion [23, 49]. The roll-over in divertor particle fluxes with increasing plasma
density is observed also in simulations [42]. However, several experimen-
tal features, including the measured plasma density threshold for divertor
detachment, cannot be reproduced by our present models [50, 51]. This im-
plies that the detachment process is both quantitatively and qualitatively
not understood [51]. The collisionless electrons mentioned earlier have been
suggested as a player in the detachment process, by affecting the ionization
of neutrals [52].
High recycling and detached plasmas are essential for reducing the power
loads on the divertor targets. Detachment of the divertor strike points will
be mandatory in future fusion reactors with high parallel power fluxes. How-
ever, full detachment of the divertor plasma reduces the divertor closure,
decreasing the compression of neutrals and the screening of impurities. The
implications of the latter for future reactors depend on the use and behaviour
of injected impurities. Because of the reduction in plasma confinement and
the risk of disruptions at high plasma densities associated with full detach-
ment [53], scenarios with only partially detached divertor plasmas are cur-
rently envisaged for future devices like ITER. In addition to neutrals, low-Z
impurities can significantly increase the volumetric energy losses in the di-
vertor and reduce the density threshold for detachment. In most present-day
tokamaks, the erosion of wall elements yields a substantial number of im-
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purities which dominate radiative losses in the edge plasma. When using
high-Z wall elements, the lack of intrinsic impurities must be compensated
by injecting external impurities into the divertor. Candidate species for such
impurity seeding include N, Ne and Ar [54].
In-out asymmetries
In conventional divertor tokamaks, which often use a LSN topology with
B × ∇B direction towards the divertor, the measured power and particle
fluxes are often asymmetrically distributed between the inner and outer tar-
get. In these scenarios, the inner target is typically in a higher recycling
regime than the outer, and the outer target receives the highest power fluxes.
These in-out asymmetries are observed to vary between different machines.
Therefore, when looking for an explanation the first considerations include
effects of the magnetic geometry on the poloidal distribution of the power
source. Because of the toroidal geometry, the flux surfaces have a wider area
on the LFS compared to the HFS of the tokamak, so that larger fractions
of power are transported across the LFS separatrix. Furthermore, if the
cross-field transport is assumed to be proportional to radial gradients, the
Shafranov shift causes the power transport to be strongest near the outer
midplane [23]. There are also indications of ballooning-type cross-field trans-
port, which leads to larger radial transport on the LFS [55–58]. As a result,
the power from the core is preferentially transported to the outer target.
The aforementioned effects on the divertor plasma asymmetries do not de-
pend on the direction of the tokamak magnetic field. However, it is experi-
mentally observed that the target conditions are modified by reversal of the
toroidal magnetic field (see e.g. [59] and references therein). This is thought
to occur mainly because of cross-field drifts, which influence both the power
and particle transport in the SOL [60]. When considering the asymmetries,
important examples of these drifts are the gradient drift,
v∇B =
1
2
rL
B×∇B
B2
v⊥, (2.5)
and the E×B drift,
vE×B =
E×B
B2
. (2.6)
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Here, both drift velocities are expressed in the form that applies to the in-
dividual guiding centres of the plasma particles, and should not be confused
with the respective fluid expressions [60].
The gradient drift is in the opposite directions for electrons and ions, and
therefore drives charge separation. Due to the toroidal geometry, tokamaks
have an intrinsic non-zero ∇B, which yields gradient drifts in the vertical
direction. This is compensated by a return flow along the field lines, known
as the Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flow. The E×B drift, on the contrary, is independent
of the charge and mass of the plasma particle, and its direction and magnitude
can vary significantly with the plasma conditions. A poloidal electric field,
Eθ, such as that formed due to the pre-sheath potential drop, will cause a
radial Eθ ×B drift. In addition, strong radial temperature gradients can be
encountered in the SOL, in which case radial electric fields, Er, are produced,
leading to Er×B drifts in the poloidal direction. The latter can drive pressure
asymmetries in between the two targets, which are compensated by a return
parallel flow in the main SOL.
Present-day edge simulation codes can take into account the effects of the
magnetic geometry, ballooning-like transport, and the cross-field drifts. How-
ever, they typically fail to reproduce simultaneously both the power and the
particle asymmetries between the divertor targets [5,51,61]. In addition, large
discrepancies are observed when comparing the measured parallel ion flows
in the main SOL to those modelled by 2D edge codes. While the experiments
show significant main SOL flows with M ∼ 0.5 when B × ∇B direction is
towards the divertor [58, 62], the parallel ion flows calculated by the codes
are typically 2–10 times smaller [63–65]. This has been suggested to be due
to mismatches in the modelled and measured radial electric field in the SOL;
the calculated Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter flows are higher when using measured values
of Er compared to using the simulated values of Er [66, 67]. The underesti-
mation of main SOL Er by the codes is thought to result from discrepancies
between modelling and experiments in the two divertors [14].
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2.2 Plasma-material interaction
Erosion mechanisms
A solid surface will be subject to physical sputtering by the plasma and neu-
trals, provided that a sufficient amount of energy is transferred to an atom in
the near surface layer by the impinging particles [68]. A quantitative measure
of sputtering is given by the sputtering yield, Yphys, which is the average num-
ber of particles released per projectile ion/atom. The minimum transferred
energy required to sputter an atom is equal to the surface binding energy, EB,
which for the primary ITER PFC material options ranges between 3.38 eV
(Be) and 8.8 eV (W). Collisions within the lattice can, however, transfer only
a fraction of the incident energy, and the energy transfer process typically
involves a collision cascade. Therefore, a larger impact energy compared to
EB is required for physical sputtering of the target material. This energy de-
pendence is characterized by the threshold impact energy, Eth, below which
the sputtering yield decreases rapidly [69].
The energy transfer in collisions depends on the projectile/target mass ra-
tio, and is most efficient for particles with similar masses. Incidence energies
above several hundreds of eV are required for the light hydrogen isotopes to
sputter heavy elements such as W, whereas lighter materials such as carbon
can be sputtered by the plasma fuel with Eth below 50 eV. High-Z materials
would thus be favourable, if the plasma temperature close to the material
surfaces could be kept continuously low. However, significant erosion may
still occur due to energetic particles originating e.g. from charge exchange
reactions. Because of the dependence of sputtering on the mass ratio, solid
surfaces are most efficiently eroded by the heavy plasma impurities originat-
ing from the wall itself or from impurity seeding. Furthermore, the high-Z
impurities can become multiply charged and accelerated to high impact en-
ergies by the sheath potential, which can lead to significant self-sputtering
yields [70].
Particles with high impact energies can penetrate deep into the lattice, which
decreases their efficiency in transferring energy to the surface atoms. There-
fore, Yphys decreases towards high energies. When the solid surfaces have
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a perfect crystalline structure, the physical sputtering yield increases with
the incidence angle of the projectile, since more energy can be transferred to
the near surface layer for grazing incidence compared with normal incidence.
In a typical tokamak divertor, however, topography effects such as the sur-
face roughness of the material tend to diminish the angular dependence of
the sputter yield [71]. Furthermore, the magnetic presheath tends to bend
the ion trajectories so that the ions impinge with angles close to the surface
normal, despite the oblique magnetic field angle (recall Figure 2.2).
Physical sputtering is a generally well understood process, and the sputtering
yields have been evaluated for many projectile/target combinations based
on computer simulations and laboratory measurements [72–74]. The main
uncertainties are related to the effects of the surface topography and the
variations of EB for solids with more than one material component [75]. The
uncertainties of the sputter yield are largest for impact energies close to the
threshold energy, where the yield varies rapidly [69,76].
Certain elements can undergo enhanced erosion because of their chemical
affinity with hydrogenic isotopes or oxygen impurities. Carbon in particular
is known to be subject to significant chemical erosion, due to the formation
of hydrocarbon molecules. In comparison with physical sputtering, chemical
erosion is a much more complicated process, and its analysis relies heavily on
measurements made in accelerators, linear devices and tokamak edge plas-
mas [77]. The latter are needed to obtain data in tokamak-relevant ion flux
and impact energy range. However, there are uncertainties in the interpre-
tation of the limited measurements that are feasible in tokamaks, including,
for example, spectroscopy (see Section 3.1). Furthermore, variations in the
surface material composition are not accounted for when collecting the data
from tokamak experiments. Consequently, a considerable scatter is observed
in the chemical erosion yields given in literature, yielding a notable uncer-
tainty for modelling which requires this data as input.
The following processes have been identified to be involved in the chemical
erosion of carbon by low-energy hydrogen [78]. Carbon atoms are hydro-
genated in the lattice, which is known as reaction of thermalized ions. At
surface temperatures avove 400 K, thermal release of CH3 radicals takes
place, whereas at temperatures above 600 K, the recombinative release of H2
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molecules begins to reduce the chemical erosion yield [79, 80]. This thermal
reaction can be enhanced by radiation damage, which is caused by kinetic
energy transfer from incident ions to lattice atoms. At low temperatures,
no thermal release of hydrocarbons occurs. However, because of the much
smaller binding energy of hydrocarbons (EB ∼ 1 eV) compared with carbon
(EB = 7.4 eV), incident ions can easily erode the hydrocarbons from the
surface. This ion induced desorption of hydrocarbon radicals can release a
variety of different hydrocarbon molecules [81].
Because of the low EB of hydrocarbons, chemical erosion has a significantly
lower energy threshold than physical sputtering. Impact energies above 50 eV
are required to obtain 0.5% physical sputtering yield of carbon by deu-
terium [82]; the same yield of chemical erosion, Ychem, is obtained already
at sub-eV impact energies [81]. The chemical erosion yield for carbon has
a maximum at an elevated temperature, Tmax = 700–900 K, and decreases
at temperatures higher than Tmax due to the release of hydrogen molecules.
Measurements carried out in various tokamak experiments show that at high
ion flux densities, Φ, the erosion yield decreases according to Φ−0.54 [83]. The
inclusion of flux dependence in chemical erosion led to an order of magnitude
reduction in the past predictions of target erosion in ITER for the case of
carbon high heat flux divertor targets [84].
Physical sputtering and chemical erosion are known as continuous erosion
mechanisms on a solid surface in contact with plasma. Several transient ero-
sion mechanisms have been identified in addition. Off-normal events such as
plasma disruptions and ELMs can abruptly increase the heat loads on the
solid surfaces, leading to melting of metal PFCs and sublimation of carbon
PFCs [13]. The former in particular presents a serious concern for future
tokamak operation, since macroscopic melting of metallic surfaces can inject
large quantities of impurities into the confined plasma and radically deform
the topology of the melted component [85, 86]. Exposed tile edges receive
high heat loads, which can generate hot spots even under steady discharge
conditions. In addition, microscopic surface deformities or regions of poor
electrical conductivity can trigger electrical arcs – high currents of short du-
ration, arising from the sheath potential between the plasma and the PFC.
Arcs can cause fast evaporation and erosion of the PFC material even in
the absence of transient events [87]. However, in recent studies at ASDEX
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Upgrade a correlation between ELMs and arcing was observed [88]. These
discontinuous PWI processes are, however, outside the scope of this thesis.
Deposition on material surfaces
The eroded impurities will eventually return to the material surfaces, where
they may be reflected back to the plasma or become re-deposited on the sur-
face. The reflection probability, Rprob, gives the probability for an incident
particle to be reflected from the surface; an often used complementary mea-
sure of reflection is the sticking probability, Sprob = 1−Rprob. The reflection
probability varies for different projectile/target combinations and depends
on the incidence angle and energy of the projectile. In general, Rprob de-
creases with increasing impact energy, as the particles are likely to penetrate
deeper into the lattice. The higher the mass ratio, mtarget/mprojectile, the
higher Rprob, since light atoms can easily bounce off the heavy surface atoms
in elastic collisions. The reflection probabilities of many projectile/target
combinations have been evaluated by computer simulations (see Section 4.2).
Erosion and re-deposition processes will modify the lattice structure of the
substrate and can readily lead to the formation of surface layers with vari-
able composition. This can degrade the thermomechanical properties of the
PFC [89] and lead to changes in erosion yields [90]. Thick, re-deposited lay-
ers can be delaminated during plasma operation or venting of the machine,
releasing particulates known as dust. Mobilizable dust poses a safety problem
for a nuclear device, in particular if tritium is co-deposited in the layers [13].
Limited experience has been obtained of the properties of mixed materials
relevant to ITER; ASDEX Upgrade has been operated with C and W simul-
taneously in the machine (see e.g. [91, 92]), and the combination of Be and
C has been investigated in JET [93, 94]. At the time of writing, a complete
upgrade of the JET in-vessel components has just been completed and oper-
ation has begun with an ITER-like wall comprising main chamber surfaces
in Be and W divertor targets [95]. Hence, there are large uncertainties in
the expected behaviour of the ITER PFC combination in a burning plasma
environment.
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In this thesis work, the deposition of carbon is studied in particular. Carbon
is problematic as a PFC material because of the co-deposition of tritium with
hydrocarbon molecules [96]. For this reason, carbon PFCs are planned to be
used in ITER only during the operation in hydrogen and helium, when forgiv-
ing materials are needed to allow testing of various operational scenarios [97].
The behaviour of the various types of carbon layers can differ significantly;
laboratory experiments indicate that the chemical erosion yield of freshly
deposited hydrocarbon layers is significantly enhanced compared with bulk
graphite [90]. This has been further suggested by an extensive interpreta-
tive modelling program performed for TEXTOR experiments, discussed in
Section 3.2. It was concluded that a significantly enhanced re-erosion of the
deposits must take place during the growth of the carbon layers on plasma-
wetted areas [98]. This was suggested to be due to synergy effects between
the plasma fuel and the hydrogen in the co-deposited layers, or due to the ad-
ditional hydrogen released in dissociation of the hydrocarbon molecules [99].
The present work is further complicated by the fact that tungsten is used as
the substrate material in the experiments, and knowledge of the formation of
mixed C/W layers is limited. Because of the mass difference, the reflection
probability is higher for C on W compared to C on C. For the same reason,
the sputtering yield of carbon in a mixed C/W layer can be higher compared
to a pure carbon substrate. At high fluences, carbon can form a protective
layer on top of tungsten, preventing the erosion of the substrate material [75].
This is likely to occur with incidence angles close to the surface normal, rather
than more glancing angles.
Impurity migration
After leaving the material surface, the eroded impurities can re-deposit locally
or be transported in the plasma into more distant regions. This behaviour,
known as material migration, ultimately determines both the net erosion of
the various PFCs and the mixing of the materials. The migration of impu-
rities depends on the PFC material properties, the edge plasma conditions,
fundamental transport processes, and the magnetic field and machine geom-
etry. These key factors involve several uncertainties and open questions, for
which reason the picture of global impurity migration is very incomplete [100].
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Physical and chemical erosion introduce different types of impurity sources
into the plasma. Physically sputtered particles leave the surface as neutral
atoms with a Thompson energy distribution according to the surface binding
energy and the impacting energy of the projectile [23]. Chemical erosion of
carbon can produce various thermal neutral molecular sources, including hy-
drocarbon radicals, methane molecules and higher hydrocarbons [78]. In each
case, the released particles will follow ballistic neutral trajectories until they
are ionized or dissociated by the plasma. The ionization/dissociation prob-
ability depends on the plasma parameters, and the reaction cross-sections
have been evaluated for several impurities, including the various hydrocar-
bons [101,102]. In the low-energy range, charge exchange reactions with fuel
ions can be significant, whereas at higher energies electron impact ionization
becomes important.
The ionization depth is a key parameter determining the fraction of impu-
rities which are locally re-deposited. Ionization within a distance from the
surface comparable with the impurity ion Larmor radius can lead to prompt
re-deposition within the first gyration orbit [103, 104]. In the case of an
oblique magnetic field angle, the magnetic presheath can also bring the im-
purity ions promptly back to the material surface from within a few rL [105].
Prompt re-deposition is expected to be more important for the heavy, high-Z
elements which ionize rapidly and have a larger rL compared to low-Z ele-
ments like carbon. These processes are related to the local-scale migration,
which determines the net erosion of PFCs [19].
If the impurities are not promptly re-deposited, they will leave the surface
and be subject to the various boundary plasma processes. Neutral particles
can travel significant distances in regions where the ionization probability
is low. The ions follow more complex trajectories which can be affected by
plasma flows, radial transport and cross-field drifts [100]. Furthermore, the
multiple re-deposition and re-erosion processes can lead to impurity migration
into remote, plasma-shadowed regions. This is particularly a problem with
carbon, which can be transported in several hydrocarbon states, thus having
very complex migration pathways which may lead to tritium accumulation
in regions inaccessible to in-situ cleaning methods [106].
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The present understanding of global impurity migration is built on experi-
mental results from existing tokamaks [19,100], see also Section 3.2. Interpre-
tation of various measurements in several devices has lead to the conclusion
that the main wall is typically a net erosion source, from where the lost ma-
terial is transported into the divertor [106]. When the ion ∇B drift direction
is towards the active divertor, most of the material is observed to deposit
at the inner target. It has been suggested that main chamber flows and an
E×B drift through the PFR could be key factors in producing the observed
erosion/deposition patterns [107, 108]. However, quantitative picture of the
various mechanisms is still incomplete, and the interpretation of experiments
typically lacks solid first-principle models of the transport mechanisms and re-
deposition processes. Therefore, continuing efforts to elucidate the migration
processes on the various scale lengths are required, especially for predicting
the critical plasma-wall interaction issues in future devices.
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3.1 Measurements in ASDEX Upgrade
The studies in this thesis focus on the German divertor tokamak ASDEX
Upgrade. This is a medium-size tokamak with a typical plasma major radius
R = 1.65 m and a horizontal minor radius a = 0.5 m. It has been designed to
investigate reactor-relevant physical processes, and a large emphasis in the
scientific program is given to the study of ITER-relevant design issues, in-
cluding the plasma boundary and the first wall [18]. Consequently, AS-
DEX Upgrade has a vertical target lower divertor geometry and a plasma
shape close to the ITER configuration. In addition, it can be operated with
reactor-relevant power densities; up to 20 MW external heating was used
in the 2009 campaign [109].
As a part of the program priorities, ASDEX Upgrade has undergone
a significant transition from a carbon machine to the only full-tungsten
fusion device in the world [110]. The change of the PFCs was made stepwise
from 1999 until the 2007 experimental campaign, when finally all the PFCs
were tungsten-coated graphite tiles [111]. After the transition, high perfor-
mance discharges could be achieved even without boronizing the
material surfaces [112] to reduce the impurity content of the plasma [113],
which is a very promising result regarding the full-metal material option
for next-step reactors. Boronization of the plasma-facing surfaces was
found to almost completely suppress low-Z edge radiation, while in the
absence of boronization, low-Z radiation due to residual carbon was still
observed in the divertor. During high power heating phases, radiative
cooling methods by artificial impurity seeding are required to reduce
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the divertor power loads to levels that are tolerable for the tungsten
coatings [114].
In the context of the present work, ASDEX Upgrade experiments were con-
ducted to investigate impurity migration via tracer 13C injection and to pro-
vide the best characterization of the SOL and divertor plasma conditions
by diagnostic measurements. The tracer experiments are discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2, while a brief overview of the plasma characterization is given here.
Validation of the SOL and divertor plasma simulations against experiments
requires good diagnostic coverage of the crucial boundary plasma regions.
These include the main SOL, which is diagnosed in ASDEX Upgrade at the
outer plasma midplane, and the two divertor legs. The key parameters for
determining the various divertor regimes are the electron temperature and
the plasma density and/or the ion flux density, which are measured in all
these locations. To enhance the spatial resolution of the measurements, the
positions of the outer major radius and divertor strike points are typically
scanned by a few centimetres during dedicated characterization discharges.
The geometrical locations of the diagnostic measurements can be mapped
onto the flux coordinates according to the magnetic equilibrium solution,
which in ASDEX Upgrade is typically derived by the CLISTE code [115] or
by function parametrization [116,117]. The equilibrium solvers have a radial
uncertainty of several millimetres at the outer midplane separatrix position,
which can lead to significant uncertainty in power and particle fluxes into the
SOL, as deduced from the upstream temperature and density measurements.
Therefore, power balance is typically investigated using separate bolometer
measurements of radiated power in various regions which are compared to
the measured ohmic and additional heating power.
Interpretation of the diagnostic measurements can be complicated, for exam-
ple, because of low data quality, or because the underlying theoretical models
may not be valid in the measured plasma conditions. Therefore, several di-
agnostics are ideally used to measure the same plasma parameters, in order
to have complementary data in the analysis. In the present work, the re-
quired low-density L-mode conditions prohibited the use of standard neutral
beam injection. Therefore, some of the routine diagnostic measurements of
upstream profiles that rely on charge exchange reactions could not be made.
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Figure 3.1: In-vessel view of ASDEX Upgrade. Figure courtesy of V. Rohde
/ IPP Garching.
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The plasma midplane was characterized by various diagnostics, including the
lithium beam [118], Thomson scattering, electron cyclotron emission [119]
and reciprocating probes to measure Te, ne, and parallel ion flows [120,121].
At the divertor targets, flush-mounted Langmuir probes [122] were used to
measure the crucial plasma parameters at the sheath entrance. An infrared
camera was used for measuring the target surface temperatures and for de-
riving the target power loads, which could be compared with the power loads
calculated from the Langmuir probe measurements [123]. Ionisation pressure
gauges [124] were used to measure sub-divertor neutral flux densities. The
only information on the 2D distribution of plasma parameters was obtained
by spectroscopic measurements of line radiation and by bolometer measure-
ments of total radiation. In the divertors, the line radiation from deuterium,
carbon and hydrocarbons was measured along a poloidally distributed array
of lines-of-sight [125]. To compare the measurements with the modelling,
synthetic diagnostics were used in the simulations.
In addition to characterizing the plasma conditions, the spectroscopic mea-
surements were used to monitor the injection of methane into the divertor.
The measured total emission from the CH molecules can be used to deduce
the flux of methane molecules, according to the methane dissociation chain to
CH molecules for various plasma conditions. Here, the emission from the CH
A-X transition is used, with an associated wavelength range known as the CH
Gero¨ band. Typically, only the so-called standard CH band at 429.4–430.9 nm
is used, with some variations between different machines [126]. The relation
between the flux and the total CH emission is given by the so-called D/XB
value, which describes the rate of dissociations with respect to excitations
to the measured transition levels. The method has been used, for example,
to quantify chemical erosion yields [127]. However, in the present work, the
CH emission was used only to identify the duration, stability, and to certain
degree the shape of the methane puffs, without quantitative comparison to
modelling.
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3.2 Tracer injection experiments
The present understanding of material migration relies heavily on experimen-
tally determined erosion/deposition patterns along the first wall. These are
usually based on surface analyses carried out for selected first wall tiles which
have been removed from the torus in between experimental campaigns. How-
ever, interpretation of such results is challenging, because the re-deposition
layers result from impurity migration under various types of plasma dis-
charges, including transient events, and magnetic geometries. Spectroscopy
can be used to analyse the emission of impurities in specific discharge condi-
tions, but only a few devices have 2D spectroscopic systems and only limited
information on the migration processes can be obtained from these mea-
surements. To study the plasma-material interactions in well-characterized
discharge conditions, further in-situ diagnostics systems have been devel-
oped, including Quartz microbalance deposition monitors [128] and rotating
collectors [129]. In addition, various probes can be exposed to the plasma
in dedicated discharges and removed promptly afterwards for post-mortem
analysis [130]. The limitation of these measurements is that they are spatially
restricted and typically cannot be used on the crucial PFC components such
as the divertor strike point areas.
A uniquely informative way of exploring material migration is to inject a
known amount of a tracer material into the plasma under well-defined dis-
charge conditions, followed by a post-mortem analysis of the relevant PFC
components to measure the deposition patterns [19]. The word tracer has a
two-fold meaning here. It is an element that is not naturally present in the
tokamak, and can thus be distinguished from other elements in surface anal-
yses [131]. It is also an element present in the plasma with a concentration
that is sufficiently small not to affect the plasma conditions. Several tracer
gases have been used in the past for such studies, including 13CH4 [132],
13C2H4 [133], SiD4 [134] and WF6 [99]. The benefit of the first two is
that methane and ethylene are natural impurity sources in any tokamak with
carbon in the PFCs, but the isotopic labelling allows 13C to be
separated from the intrinsic 12C in surface analyses. The method of inject-
ing 13C was pioneered in TEXTOR in the end of 1990s [132] and has since
then been used in various tokamaks, including ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D,
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JET and JT-60U. The following gives a brief overview of the experimental
outcome.
In the limiter device TEXTOR, a significant number of 13C injection ex-
periments have been carried out focusing on local erosion and deposition of
impurities [99]. The tracer has been injected from both spherical limiters
with graphite and tungsten substrates [133, 135] and from roof-like limiters
with various substrate materials (C, W, Mo, Al) [132,136]. The limiters were
placed in the bottom of the torus, with the innermost edge located 0–20 mm
from the LCFS. The benefit of such local studies is that the deposition lay-
ers on the limiters could be analysed in detail using various surface analysis
techniques, accompanied by 2D spectroscopic images of the impurity puffs.
The TEXTOR experiments revealed an increase in the net local re-deposition
of 13C for carbon substrates compared to metals [136], and a further increase
with increasing surface roughness of the graphite substrate [135]. The most
striking result, however, was that the local re-deposition was extremely small
in the experiments. The deposition efficiency, which is the number of de-
posited 13C atoms divided by the number injected, varied between 0.1–9%.
In order to reproduce these small re-deposition fractions in modelling, full re-
flection of hydrocarbons had to be assumed together with enhanced re-erosion
yields. These important assumptions are often included in the discussion of
PWI processes [13,100]. However, presently the assumptions lack a thorough
benchmarking on other devices and a detailed physical explanation.
Besides the TEXTOR experiments, all other 13C studies have been carried
out in divertor tokamaks. A large fraction of the experiments have focused on
migration on a global scale, with injection from either the top of the torus or
from the outer midplane, to mimic an erosion source from the main chamber
wall. Typically, a LSN configuration has been used and a full poloidal distri-
bution post-mortem analysis of 13C has been performed to identify the migra-
tion pathways. Experiments in JET with a full carbon wall and Ohmic [137]
and H-mode [138] plasmas have shown that 13C originating from the main
chamber wall is preferentially deposited in the lower inner divertor, but with
significant deposition in some cases also in the outer divertor. Global mi-
gration experiments in ASDEX Upgrade using L- and H-mode plasmas with
various degrees of W coating on the first wall [4, 139, 140] have resulted in
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larger variations in the poloidal deposition pattern, with significant amounts
of 13C found even in the secondary upper divertor. Variation in the in/out
deposition was observed in the lower divertor, which was suggested to be due
to the change in substrate material [4]. In the carbon tokamak DIII-D, 13CH4
was injected in a toroidally symmetric way into the crown of L-mode [141]
and H-mode [142] plasmas, showing a distinct preference towards deposition
in the lower inner divertor.
Prior to this thesis work, a few tracer experiments have been carried out to
investigate the migration of 13C originating from the divertor targets. The
outer divertors in particular could be notable sources of erosion, due to the
high power and particle loads to the low-field side strike points. The first such
experiment was carried out in 2003 in ASDEX Upgrade, with 13CH4 injec-
tion into the carbon divertor under H-mode conditions [143]. The majority
of the 13C was found locally deposited close to the injection (100% deposition
efficiency according to the paper1). Another 13CH4 injection from the lower
outer target in a JET H-mode discharge in 2004 showed a local deposition
efficiency of 17–30% [3,144], being still much higher than the typical local de-
position efficiencies in TEXTOR. A third experiment was recently performed
in DIII-D using an unbalanced DN configuration and 13CH4 injection into the
secondary divertor plasma, to mimic Be sputtering in the secondary divertor
of ITER [145]. Again, the highest amounts of deposited 13C were found in
the near vicinity of the injection. The global migration pathways have thus
been observed to differ between impurities eroded from the main chamber
and those eroded from the outer divertor.
Understanding in detail the local migration of impurities in the outer divertor
can be considered to be important for several reasons. The first ITER divertor
is currently foreseen to have carbon exclusively on the strike point areas [97],
but the migration of carbon onto the surrounding tungsten surfaces can lead
to the formation of mixed C/W layers and thus modify the surface material
properties. During the D–T phase of ITER, tritium co-deposition may occur
with the beryllium which is eroded from the secondary divertor [19]. The
retention of tritium outside the primary divertor can be problematic because
of less effective cleaning methods projected for those regions [86], motivating
further the studies of local migration and re-deposition. Finally, understand-
1Publication V discusses uncertainties in the deposition efficiency.
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ing impurity migration in the divertor constitutes an important piece of the
global migration picture, contributing to understanding the differences ob-
served between in/out deposition in the various global migration experiments
described earlier.
The majority of the work presented in this thesis focuses on understanding
the local migration of carbon in the outer divertor of ASDEX Upgrade. The
migration has been investigated experimentally in 2007–2009 by means of
13CH4 injection into the divertor SOL from 1 or 2 poloidal locations along the
outer target. The experiments were performed at the end of the experimental
campaigns, followed by an opening of the vessel which allowed the relevant
tiles to be removed for subsequent surface analyses. To provide the best
possible discharge conditions for the numerical analysis (see Section 4.1) low-
density L-mode discharges were used. These have the major benefit that
ELMs and disruptions are absent, facilitating the interpretation. In addition,
high-recycling divertor plasma regimes which are problematic for the plasma
modelling (recall Section 2.1) can be avoided.
By limiting the deposition studies to a localized area which typically includes
only a few selected divertor tiles, see Figure 3.2, the time-consuming post-
mortem surface analyses could be carried out with a high spatial resolution,
similar to the TEXTOR experiments. In the experiments discussed in this
thesis, both nuclear reaction analysis, NRA [2], and secondary ion mass spec-
trometry, SIMS [4], have been used to derive well-resolved 2D patterns of the
re-deposited 13C. Apart from the earlier H-mode experiment in ASDEX Up-
grade [143], such 2D distributions are unique measurements for a divertor
environment, enabling a detailed benchmarking of the modelled local deposi-
tion mechanisms2. In addition to the ion beam measurements, a colorimetry
method was used in [2] to analyse the distribution of deposited carbon on
areas shadowed from the plasma due to surface roughness. The method is
based on the property of amorphous hydrocarbon films to reflect light par-
tially, showing interference colours that depend on the layer thickness [147].
This enables the deposition to be analysed with respect to small variations
in the surface topography when illuminating the samples from various direc-
tions.
2Very recently, a similar 2D analysis has been carried out for a 13C injection experiment
at JET [146].
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Figure 3.2: 13C deposition pattern in the divertor in the 2008 experiment
with a reduced injection rate. Figure courtesy of V. Rohde / IPP Garching.
Although 13C injection studies are probably the most informative means of
investigating the migration of impurities [19], they suffer from certain weak-
nesses. Firstly, in order to measure the deposition on the PFCs, the exper-
iments must be performed just before a scheduled opening of the machine,
which typically occurs only once per year or even more rarely. Thus, progress
on the experimental front is slow. Secondly, the deposition layer may have
been subject to several current ramp-up and ramp-down phases which compli-
cates the interpretation3. Furthermore, the molecular sources are not strictly
representative of natural erosion sources, even if methane constitutes a large
fraction of the typical chemically eroded molecules [78]. Finally, it has been
questioned whether low enough injection rates have been used in the past
experiments to ensure that the injection does not perturb the local plasma
conditions4 [149–151]. This last question is addressed in Publication V, see
also Section 5.
3The fractions of the current ramp-up and ramp-down phases when the plasma is in
X-point configuration vary between different machines and discharge programs.
4Perturbation of plasma parameters is questioned in particular when injecting the gas
through a hole. Alternatives to injection holes exist nowadays, such as the porous plug gas
injection system at DIII-D [148].
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4.1 Modelling of the boundary plasma
The most extensively used method to model the SOL and divertor plasma
conditions is fluid modelling [35]. Instead of calculating the individual trajec-
tories of the plasma particles and their mutual interaction which, on present
computers, cannot be carried out for the whole boundary plasma, fluid sim-
ulations can be used to describe the variation of average fluid quantities such
as temperature, density, and particle and power fluxes. The fluid equations
are derived from the Fokker-Planck kinetic equation:
∂f
∂t
+ v · ∇f +
q
m
(E+ v ×B) · ∇vf =
∂f
∂t
∣∣∣∣
coll
+ S, (4.1)
which describes the evolution of the particle distribution function, f(r,v, t),
in the space-velocity-time coordinate frame. The equation includes the effects
of multiple, small-angle Coulomb collisions, (∂f/∂t)coll; here we include also
a particle creation/destruction term, S, to account for the effects of various
plasma–neutral and plasma-impurity reactions. By taking various velocity
moments of the plasma kinetic equation, one can derive the plasma fluid
equations. The most famous derivation has been given by Braginskii [36].
Following the notation in [15], we get the continuity equation,
∂n
∂t
+∇ · (nu) = Sn, (4.2)
where Sn is the particle source; the momentum conservation equation,
∂(minu)
∂t
+∇ · (minuu) = −∇(p+Πi) + j×B+ Smiu, (4.3)
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where Πi is the parallel stress tensor, j is the electric current density, and
Smiu is the momentum source term
1; the energy conservation equation for
ions,
∂
∂t
(
3
2
nTi +
min
2
u2
)
+∇ ·
[(
5
2
nTi +
min
2
u2
)
u+Πi · u+ qi
]
= (ZenE−R) · u−Qei + SEi , (4.4)
where qi is the ion heat flux, R accounts for resistive heating, Qei is the
energy exchange term between electrons and ions, and SEi is the ion energy
source term; and the energy conservation equation for electrons,
∂
∂t
(
3
2
nTe
)
+∇ ·
(
5
2
nTeu+ qe
)
= −enEue +R · u+Qei + SEe , (4.5)
where qe is the electron heat flux, ue is the electron fluid velocity and SEe is
the electron energy source term.
Typically, the variation of plasma parameters in the toroidal direction is ne-
glected as being small, and the fluid quantities are solved in the parallel and
radial directions on a 2D poloidal plane. As the radial transport is known to
be anomalous, recall Section 2.1, the classical expressions for the radial par-
ticle and heat fluxes are replaced in 2D fluid modelling by anomalous fluxes.
One important aim of code-experiment validation is to find the set of trans-
port assumptions which best agrees with the measured plasma conditions,
typically requiring that extensive parameter variations are performed in the
simulations. Such work is necessary to derive scaling laws for predictive mod-
elling of future devices, for which no experimental information is available. It
should be noted, however, that the transport in the fluid codes is assumed to
be laminar, and the neglect of temporal variation due to turbulent transport
is a potentially significant, yet unresolved, weakness of the approach [35].
An alternative approach to the 2D modelling described above is to use an
onion-skin model, OSM [23,152]. OSM solves 1D fluid equations on each flux
surface in the SOL according to imposed values of temperature, density and
flow velocity at the two target plates. The cross-field transport between the
1Note that this is the total momentum conservation equation. Electron inertia is typi-
cally neglected when deriving the electron momentum conservation equation.
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flux surfaces is treated as sources and sinks in the equations. The transport
levels do not need to be described a priori, which significantly reduces the
computational efforts required to find a suitable model for a set of experimen-
tal data. The trade-off in such an approach is that the radial profiles of the
target plasma parameters must be known in advance, which limits OSM to
an interpretive model. The profiles of Te and Γ‖ are typically measured in ex-
periments, but often with significant uncertainties. Furthermore, additional
assumptions are needed to describe the variation of Ti for example.
The work presented in this thesis focuses on validating a set of codes that can
be used as predictive tools. The benefit of using such codes in interpretive
work is that they typically include the best available physics models, since
a large part of present-day code development efforts are directed to support
the design of future fusion devices. Therefore, a 2D multifluid code pack-
age, solving the full plasma+neutral+impurity mixture, is used to model the
boundary plasma in ASDEX Upgrade. There exist several codes, from which
B2/B2.5 [153], EDGE2D [154] and UEDGE [155] have been most exten-
sively compared to experimental observations. These codes can be coupled
to kinetic neutral simulations, using codes like Eirene [156], DEGAS [157]
or NIMBUS [158]. The various coupled versions of B2/B2.5 and Eirene are
commonly known as the SOLPS code package [15,159]. It is most extensively
developed with a predictive aim and is, thus, used to model the boundary
plasma in ITER [160].
The present work uses the SOLPS5.0 code package version. It is based on
the B2.5 multifluid code, which calculates the parallel transport of parti-
cles by solving a modified and extended set of the Braginskii equations for
electrons, ions and neutrals [15, 161]. Unlike the older B2 code used in the
SOLPS4.* series, B2.5 includes calculation of drifts (E × B, diamagnetic)
and currents [162], which can be important for correct modelling of the in-
out asymmetries (recall Section 2.1). The Eirene code, which can be coupled
iteratively to the plasma fluid code, solves the 3D Boltzmann transport equa-
tions for the neutral distribution function [156]. Two versions of Eirene are
available in SOLPS5.0: the ’old’ version from 1996 and the ’new’ version
from 1999 [159], which has the benefit of a more advanced treatment of
atomic and molecular physics and reflection models at the wall elements. In
addition to the B2.5-Eirene part, the code package includes a grid generat-
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ing code CARRE [163] and a graphical display program for setting up new
magnetic configurations, called DG. The plasma parameters are solved on a
quasi-orthogonal 2D mesh, an example of which is shown in Figure 4.1 for
ASDEX Upgrade.
Various models for plasma-wall interaction can be specified in the simulations
by using boundary conditions. The solutions extend until the entrance of the
magnetic presheath, where modified Bohm-Chodura boundary conditions are
used for the ion flow velocity and heat fluxes [26]. The sputtering yields
are based on tabulated data, discussed further in the next section, and the
probabilities for re-deposition and recycling are specified by the user. The
transport of various impurities, such as C and He, is calculated assuming
that all ions have a common fluid temperature, Ti. In the simplified neutral
fluid model contained within B2.5, this common temperature is assumed also
for the neutral species.
It should be noted that, in the course of the present work, the various ver-
sions of the code package have been developed and the physics models have
improved in some cases. These features were not, however, included in the
work presented in this thesis. The SOLPS5.0 version has been upgraded
to allow feasible modelling of high-Z impurities such as W by using bun-
dled charge states [164] and to better describe material mixing at the wall
elements [165,166]. A new implementation of drift models has been incorpo-
rated, leading to a new version, SOLPS5.2 [167], which is observed to better
reproduce certain H-mode plasma conditions compared to SOLPS5.0. The
Eirene code has been developed to include more ITER-relevant physics such
as neutral-neutral collisions and radiation opacity [168], and these enhance-
ments have been merged into SOLPS4.0 to produce the SOLPS4.2-3 versions
which are used in ITER modelling. Finally, dynamic grid adaptation allow-
ing for simulation of localized phenomena with better spatial resolution has
been under development to produce the SOLPS6.0 version [169,170].
In Section 2.1, the effects of low collisionality on the divertor plasma condi-
tions were discussed. The expressions used in fluid modelling for parallel heat
conduction, recall Equation (2.3), and viscosity are known to break down in
the long mean-free-path limit, λcoll →∞ [23]. This thesis focuses in particu-
lar on kinetic effects on the parallel heat fluxes [171]. A common procedure
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in fluid codes is to limit q‖ given by Equation (2.3) (+ convective part) to a
certain fraction of the free-streaming heat flux. The specified flux limiters are
typically spatially constant and defined by the code user. In the fully colli-
sional (fluid) and collisionless (convective) regimes, they should not influence
the solutions. However, in the medium-collisionality regimes the codes have
been shown to yield steeper parallel temperature gradients when a flux lim-
iter is introduced, reducing the target temperatures [15]. This rather crude
accounting of collisionless effects is a potential weakness of the fluid codes.
Whilst comparison of the fluid simulations with fully self-consistent kinetic
calculations is not yet feasible, test particle simulations can be used to a cer-
tain extent to investigate kinetic effects in the SOL. The present work includes
a comparison of a SOLPS5.0 solution for a medium-collisionality plasma with
kinetic orbit-following simulations using the ASCOT code [17,172]. ASCOT
is a Monte Carlo code which simulates test particles in a prescribed back-
ground plasma2, obtained, in the present work, by interpolating the plasma
parameters from the SOLPS5.0 plasma solution onto a Cartesian 2D grid in
ASCOT. The code calculates the 3D guiding-centre orbits of charged parti-
cles, including the effects of cross-field drifts [173]. The influence of Coulomb
collisions is modelled by Monte Carlo operators derived from the Fokker-
Planck equation. They change the energy and velocity direction of the test
particles, assuming that the background plasma is Maxwellian [174,175]. In
the present work, the particles are traced until they first impinge on the wall
boundaries, and the evolution of their energies is recorded during their prop-
agation. Such simulations can thus be used to follow the energy distribution
of a given particle ensemble on the way to the divertor targets.
4.2 Impurity migration simulations
The fluid codes discussed in the previous section can be used to model the
transport of impurities in the edge plasma, making the fluid approximation
also for the impurity species [107]. To follow the detailed impurity trajecto-
ries, particle-following codes such as DIVIMP [152] have been applied in the
2The features of ASCOT are described according to the status in code development
during Publication I.
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Figure 4.1: SOLPS5.0 (left) and ERO (right) simulation regions.
past. However, to describe the formation of re-deposited layers and migration
through multiple erosion steps, specialized codes which calculate the detailed
PWI processes are required. In this thesis work, interpretation of the local
13C deposition patterns necessitated following the 3D transport of impuri-
ties and calculating the erosion and deposition on the divertor surface. This
was performed using the ERO code [176] on a SOLPS background plasma.
The original version of ERO [16, 130] has undergone several changes over
the years, and it is still being continuously upgraded to keep it up to date
with the recent advances in understanding of PWI processes. The following
describes the main features of the ERO code version during the present work.
The traced particles in ERO include the particles eroded from the substrate
and those from a possible external source, such as an injection. Each source
is treated using test particles which represent a large number of real particles,
and the Monte Carlo method is used to describe the interaction of the impuri-
ties with the plasma. The plasma background is prescribed and a Maxwellian
energy distribution in the plasma is assumed. The ionization of the impuri-
ties is calculated primarily using rate coefficients from the Atomic Data and
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Analysis Structure, ADAS [177,178]. The various dissociation and ionization
reactions of hydrocarbons are taken into account using rate coefficients from
Janev and Reiter [101].
The neutrals are typically assumed to follow straight trajectories without in-
teracting with the plasma, until they become ionized. In addition, one can
include collisions with neutral particles in the simulations. Ion trajectories are
calculated from the Lorentz force by using the Boris integration method [33].
They thus include the Larmor gyration and the cross-field drifts due to elec-
tric and magnetic fields. The ions experience Coulomb collisions with the
background plasma, giving rise to a friction force determined by the Spitzer
relaxation time constants. Thermal forces arising from temperature gradi-
ents are calculated separately [36, 179] and a cross-field diffusion coefficient
can be specified by the user.
Reflection of the impurity ions and atoms returning to the material surface is
calculated in most cases using data from the TRIM code [180,181]. TRIM is
based on the binary collision approximation, BCA, which treats the ion-solid
interaction as a sequence of independent binary collisions between the projec-
tile and the surface atoms [182]. The BCA codes are not, however, reliable for
modelling the low impact energy range and reflection of molecules, in which
cases data from molecular dynamics simulations, MD, are needed [183,184].
Results from MD calculations can be used to determine an effective stick-
ing probability for the hydrocarbons that is specified in an input file. More
general implementation of MD data in ERO was only partially done dur-
ing the present work [185], which leaves uncertainties in the modelling of
hydrocarbons, discussed further below.
There are two options for calculating the evolution of the material surface
under plasma and impurity impact in ERO [178,186]. The conventional way
is to use a homogeneous mixing model, HMM, which assumes that the re-
deposited impurities are homogeneously mixed with the substrate material
in an interaction layer of user-specified thickness, dint. Only the material
contained within this interaction layer can be eroded; the required dint there-
fore increases with the incident flux and with the time step chosen for the
surface evolution. Another option, not used in this thesis work, is to carry
out depth-resolved simulation of the material mixing by coupling ERO to the
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SDTrimSP code [187]. SDTrimSP is based on the BCA [188], and the cou-
pled version has been modified to include a model for chemical erosion [186].
Regardless of which of the two methods is chosen, the PWI processes are cal-
culated within laterally distributed orthogonal cells, whose dimensions are
specified by the user.
The physical sputtering yield caused by the background plasma is calcu-
lated in ERO according to the impact-energy dependent Bohdansky for-
mula [72, 74]3, assuming a normal incidence of the impinging particles and
taking into account acceleration by the sheath potential difference [190]. The
traced impurities can further sputter the material surface with yields which
depend on their actual incidence angles according to Yamamura [73]. For
the chemical erosion yield, the user can specify to use either the surface-
temperature dependent Roth formula [83] or a fixed value.
ERO is typically applied to model limited surface areas, since the compu-
tational expense of whole device simulations would be unbearable with the
detailed approach used in ERO. Several versions of ERO exist, which have
been specifically adapted to different machine geometries and regions of inter-
est. For tokamaks, a version tailored for modelling limiter surfaces [99] and
a separate version for the divertor surfaces [178] exist. Linear devices have
also been modelled using a dedicated version [191]. The major difference be-
tween the two tokamak versions is that the variation of plasma parameters in
front of a limiter can be calculated analytically by ERO, whereas the plasma
background in the divertor must be specified by the user, using the methods
described in Section 4.1.
The limiter version of ERO has been most extensively benchmarked against
experimental data and it has been used in the interpretation of the local
tracer injection experiments in TEXTOR [99], recall Section 3.2. In partic-
ular, the necessary assumptions in modelling carbon impurities have been
explored in various test limiter environments. As discussed in Section 2.2,
the benchmarking has shown that a low or even negligible effective sticking of
hydrocarbons must be assumed, together with an enhanced re-erosion yield
of the re-deposited carbon, in order to match the measured low deposition
3Very recently, sputtering yields based on new empirical formulae by Eckstein [189] have
been included in ERO.
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efficiencies [98]. This conclusion is supported by EDDY simulations of the
same experiments [192]. In [186], ERO-SDTrimSP simulations were shown to
reproduce the difference in measured 13C deposition on carbon and tungsten
surfaces better than ERO-HMM.
ERO has been used to model the erosion and deposition in a divertor geom-
etry using various background plasma models. In [193], a 2D version of ERO
was applied to model erosion and deposition in the JET divertor using plasma
backgrounds from OSM calculations. The first attempt to model 13CH4 injec-
tion in ASDEX Upgrade was made with a background plasma obtained with
SOLPS5.0 [2]. A similar benchmarking was carried out in [3] for JET using
a plasma solution from EDGE2D-NIMBUS [107]. Very recently, an OSM
model was again applied for modelling carbon deposition in a detached di-
vertor plasma of JET [194]. Predictive ITER simulations [178,195,196] were
performed with a plasma solution obtained from SOLPS4.2 simulations [197].
In the present work, solutions from SOLPS5.0 simulations are used to de-
scribe the plasma background for ERO calculations. The plasma solutions
have been carefully adjusted to match the measured conditions in the ERO
simulation volume and the description of the background plasma in ERO has
been improved in the course of this work, as discussed in Section 5. These
integrated SOLPS5.0-ERO simulations therefore attempt to represent the
most realistic description of local impurity transport in a vertical divertor
geometry up to date.
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5.1 Validation of the plasma fluid solutions
A significant part of the work presented in this thesis has focused on vali-
dating the SOLPS5.0 simulations of plasma discharges in ASDEX Upgrade.
The first part of the validation was carried out in comparison with test par-
ticle simulations using the ASCOT code and was reported in Publication I.
The SOLPS5.0 plasma solutions in that comparison were derived outside this
thesis work [1]. The second and longer part of the validation work consisted
of benchmarking SOLPS5.0 simulations against experimental data from AS-
DEX Upgrade, and the results were reported stepwise in Publications III-V.
For this purpose, several dedicated experiments were performed in ASDEX
Upgrade.
Comparison with kinetic simulations was motivated by the observations made
in [1] when comparing SOLPS5.0 simulations with experimental data from a
medium-collisionality ASDEX Upgrade H-mode discharge. The simulations
were found to yield a cooler and denser outer divertor plasma compared to
what was measured with target Langmuir probes during an inter-ELM phase.
It was suggested that the collisionality of heat-carrying electrons might not be
sufficient to ensure a Maxwellian energy distribution at each location in the
divertor plasma. Instead, the energy distributions could have an increased
weight in the supra-thermal tail, increasing the average energy at the targets
compared with that expected from a normal Maxwellian. This could affect
the sheath potential, having thus wider consequences on the divertor plasma
conditions through changes in the E×B drifts.
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ASCOT simulations were carried out in Publication I to investigate the evo-
lution of the energy distribution of an electron ensemble launched at the
outer midplane. The electrons were launched at three different radial loca-
tions, from just outside the separatrix to a centimetre away from it1, and
with three different initially Maxwellian energy distributions, corresponding
to temperature TM−B = mTu, where m=1,2,3. The electrons were subject to
Coulomb collisions and parallel electric field in a plasma background defined
by the SOLPS5.0 solutions of an inter-ELM period, and followed until they
reached the divertor targets. The parallel density and temperature gradients
were largest on the innermost flux surface, resulting in temperatures below
5 eV at both targets. The field-line averaged collisionality was approximately
the same on all flux surfaces.
The existence of a significant hot tail in the electron energy distribution
at the target was found to depend on the magnitude of parallel tempera-
ture gradients in the divertor plasma. On the innermost flux surface with
a strong ∇‖Te below the X-point, the energy distribution recorded at the
target was non-Maxwellian, having an increased weight of the suprathermal
tail. The suprathermal electrons carried 70% of the total energy recorded
at the outer target, and their presence was found to significantly increase
the target heat loads from that expected from a thermalized ensemble. The
hot electron losses were found to originate from various locations upstream;
prompt kinetic losses from the outer midplane could not alone explain the
large suprathermal component at the target, but collisionless electrons orig-
inating from the X-point region had to be considered in addition. On the
outermost flux surfaces, the collisionality of the plasma upstream of the X-
point was found to be sufficient to bring even initially suprathermal electron
ensembles close to the field-line averaged Te. Because of the smaller ∇‖Te
in the divertor, the effect of suprathermal electrons on target heat loads was
small on these flux surfaces.
The results show that the energy composition of electron losses is very sen-
sitive to the distribution of ne and Te along the field lines. The gradients in
these parameters are largely determined by the recycling and ionization of
neutrals in the divertor. In this work deviations from the fluid model were
observed in particular when the divertor plasma was in high-recycling regime.
1These locations correspond to a poloidal flux coordinate, ρ, in the range 1.001–1.02.
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Kinetic behaviour of electrons can, therefore, be significant for parallel heat
fluxes in a medium-collisionality SOL, but it cannot be assessed simply based
on the average collisionality of the SOL. However, as the ASCOT simulations
were made using a prescribed plasma background, no attempt could be made
to describe the target electron energy distribution self-consistently. There-
fore, quantitative implications of these kinetic effects could not be assessed
within this work.
Because of the difficulties experienced when modelling the high-recycling as
well as detached regimes [5] (recall also Section 4.1), the code-experiment val-
idation in the following publications (II–V) focused on low-density discharges.
The experiments were prepared with the aim of obtaining low-recycling di-
vertor plasmas. As described in Section 2.1, parallel temperature gradients
are small in that regime, which tends to make kinetic effects less important
for the divertor solutions.
The plasma solutions in publications II–V were developed for the purpose of
following impurity migration in the outer divertor, to be discussed in Sec-
tion 5.2. A realistic description of the migration processes necessitated a
high level of agreement between the measured outer divertor plasma condi-
tions and those modelled with SOLPS5.0. Therefore, the assumptions on e.g.
cross-field transport and plasma-wall interaction were adjusted in a way that
yielded the best agreement between modelled and measured plasma condi-
tions on the LFS of the torus. This approach can be considered acceptable as
long as possible deficiencies in the inner divertor model can be estimated to
be local. Furthermore, the full uncertainty range of the upstream measure-
ments, including the separatrix position and radiated power, was explored to
find a solution that best agrees with the outer target measurements. A con-
sistency check between the various diagnostic measurements was performed
to assess the validity of the solution.
The first experiments to be modelled were conducted in low-density L-mode,
with a low-recycling outer divertor plasma. SOLPS5.0 simulations were car-
ried out first with the new Eirene-99 version and with impurities, but no
cross-field drifts activated. These simulations revealed a peaking and overes-
timation of the density at the outer target, which could be remedied only by
switching on cross-field drifts in the code. In Publication III, the cross-field
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Figure 5.1: Effect of cross-field drifts on the plasma solutions calculated with
SOLPS5.0, for forward (FWD) and reversed (REV) field L-mode configura-
tions. The calculated profiles of temperature (left) and density (right) are
plotted along the poloidal S-coordinate that follows the target surface. Ssep
refers to the value of S at the separatrix location. The Langmuir probe mea-
surements are shown by the blue and red diamonds for forward and reversed
field, respectively.
drifts were shown to flatten the target density profile, so that a good level of
agreement with the measured density was obtained.
To further investigate the effect of cross-field drifts, a similar low-density L-
mode experiment was carried out with reversed toroidal magnetic field and
plasma current. As a consequence, the outer divertor plasma was observed
to become much denser compared to the forward field configuration, increas-
ing the recycling fluxes at the outer target. Furthermore, the density was
observed not to decay outside the strike point, but a steady profile along the
outer target was measured. The SOLPS5.0 simulations with cross-field drifts
activated were able to reproduce this change in the outer target density with
the field reversal, as shown in Publication IV and in Figure 5.1. However,
the density profile along the outer target was found to be more peaked than
in the experiments.
Finding a plasma solution which agrees not only with the measured density
but also with the measured electron temperature at the outer target was at
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low density found to be challenging. A high radial electron heat diffusivity
and a lower input power than indicated by the measurements had to be
assumed to bring down both upstream and target Te. These assumptions are
described in detail in Publication V, where it is shown that the decrease in
input power is consistent with the measurement uncertainties and suggested
also by other experimental data. Finally, the plasma solutions were shown
to agree with all experimental data in the outer divertor, indicating a good
consistency between the various diagnostic measurements.
In reversed field, neither ne nor Te modelled with SOLPS5.0 could be accu-
rately matched with the measured profiles along the outer target, even when
all the uncertainties in the experimental data were considered and assump-
tions in radial transport coefficients and plasma-wall interaction processes
were varied. A good agreement with the measured total outer target power
and particle fluxes was, however, obtained.
Finally, a thorough validation of the forward and reversed field SOLPS5.0 so-
lutions was presented in Publication V, including the various measurements
made in the main SOL and in both divertor legs. In forward field, the inner
target was in a high-recycling regime; the simulations gave higher particle
fluxes compared with the measurements, but a satisfactory agreement was
obtained with the measured low Te. The measured conditions on the low-field
side were well reproduced, except for the parallel ion flows which were under-
estimated in the simulations by a factor of 2–3. In reversed field, the inner
target was observed to be in a medium-recycling regime, with high-recycling
conditions measured at the inner strike point. The simulations also yielded
a medium-recycling inner divertor plasma, but the high recycling zone and
the measured large D emission were not reproduced. A satisfactory agree-
ment between the modelled and measured in-out asymmetries was obtained
with respect to power and particle fluxes. Furthermore, a good quantitative
match to the measured parallel ion flows in the main SOL in reversed field
was obtained in the modelling.
Overall, the validation work identified an important role of cross-field drifts on
the divertor plasma conditions when modelling low-density discharges in AS-
DEX Upgrade, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Detailed validation of SOLPS5.0
solutions against such low-density discharges in both forward and reversed
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field was presented for the first time. It was shown that in forward field,
a good agreement with LFS measurements could be found within the ex-
perimental uncertainty range, for the case of a low-recycling outer divertor
plasma. In reversed field with a medium-recycling outer divertor, a similarly
good agreement could not be found. Nevertheless, the experimental data was
reproduced within a factor of 2 in reversed field.
5.2 Local migration of carbon impurities
The migration of carbon in the outer divertor plasma was investigated in a
series of L-mode 13CH4 injection experiments in ASDEX Upgrade, described
in Section 3.2. The first such experiment took place in 2007, and the mea-
surements of local carbon deposition in that experiment were reported in [2].
A second experiment was carried out in 2008 with reversed toroidal mag-
netic field and plasma current. The outcome of the experiment was reported
in Publication II, but the plasma conditions obtained were not sufficiently
steady for detailed modelling. In the course of this thesis work, two more ex-
periments were successfully performed, including a forward field experiment
in 2008 and a reversed field experiment in 2009. The experiments were mod-
elled in Publications II–V using the integrated SOLPS5.0–ERO simulations
described in Section 4.2.
The modelling focused on understanding the role of plasma conditions in the
local outer divertor migration of carbon. In Publication II, a first analysis
of the relevant transport mechanisms was carried out. It was observed that
neutral dissociation products can increase deposition on wall elements which
are not magnetically connected with the main ionization locations. The frac-
tion of this upstream deposition was found to be sensitive to the strength of
the plasma friction force and, therefore, to plasma collisionality. Experimen-
tally, the deposition tails were found to deviate along the target from the
magnetic field direction, in a direction that was observed to reverse with the
field reversal. The simulations could not, however, reproduce this apparent
drift effect, when only the electric fields in the Debye sheath and magnetic
presheath were taken into account.
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In Publication III, the electric field models were extended to include the
potential variations outside the magnetic presheath, as calculated in the
SOLPS5.0 simulations. It was found that both radial and poloidal electric
field components exist in the divertor plasma, producing a drift along the
target surface and in the direction normal to it. The effect of such drifts is
illustrated in Figure 5.2 for the various directions of Bφ and Ip. In forward
field, the modelling showed an increase in local carbon deposition because of
the E × B drift, as more ions returned to the target surface. In addition,
the E×B drift was found to be a key mechanism enhancing upstream depo-
sition, unlike the thermal forces that were suggested in Publication II. This
observation underlined the importance of correct modelling of the variations
in plasma parameters close to the target, which affect the magnitude and
direction of the electric field. As pointed out in Section 5.1, good agreement
with experimental profiles could only be obtained when including drift effects
in the plasma simulations.
In order to further benchmark the drift models, a new experiment in re-
versed field was presented and modelled in Publication IV. The modelled
deposition patterns were found to deviate now in the opposite direction from
the magnetic field lines compared to forward field, which was in satisfac-
tory agreement with experimental observation. However, unlike in the first
reversed field experiment discussed in Publication II, the new experimental
results showed no deviation in the far end of the deposition tails. This small
difference was not captured in the modelling. In addition to the reversed
hydrocarbon drifts illustrated in Figure 5.2, the deposition patterns were
found to reflect the changes in divertor plasma conditions driven by the field
reversal. More precisely, the increase in the divertor collisionality with the
field reversal was found to reduce the deposition upstream from the injection,
which was seen in both simulations and experiment.
In Publication IV, the injection rates used in the experiments were recali-
brated, allowing a first quantitative comparison between modelled and mea-
sured deposition efficiencies. In forward field, deposition efficiencies in the
range 24–32% were obtained. The experiments showed a factor of 2 decrease
in deposition efficiency with the field reversal. The modelling agreed qualita-
tively with the reduction in deposition efficiency by the field reversal. How-
ever, in both field directions a higher deposition efficiency at the lowermost
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of drift effects on the deposition of carbon. The 2D
deposition patterns are modelled with ERO by specifying different Bφ and Ip
directions but using the same (forward field) plasma solution from SOLPS5.0
(and thus the same E in each case). Hydrocarbons are assumed to be fully
reflected, to emphasize the effect of the plasma transport on the pattern.
The numbers give the local deposition efficiency in each case. The upper and
lower left figures correspond to the forward and reversed field configurations
in ASDEX Upgrade, respectively.
injection location was obtained in the modelling compared to experiments. In
forward field, this discrepancy was only in the deposition in the near vicinity
of the exit hole, whereas in reversed field, the modelling overestimated the
deposition at all locations. Several possible reasons for the discrepancies were
suggested, including flaking of the deposit during tile removal, uncertainties
in reflection models for hydrocarbons, effects of neighbouring tile edge, and
local perturbation of the plasma.
In Publication V, the transport of various hydrocarbon molecules was investi-
gated. Analysis of the modelled particle trajectories showed that the majority
of the hydrocarbons returning to the surface have not penetrated deeper into
the plasma than the magnetic presheath region, from where they are brought
back to the surface and deposit close to the injection location. Carbon atoms
deposit forming a circular pattern around the exit hole, whereas particles
travelling outside the MPS are fully dissociated to ionized carbon, travel
furthest away and re-deposit defining the characteristic pattern observed at
the target. The pattern was thus found to reflect the transport properties
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of ions in the plasma region modelled with SOLPS5.0, whereas a significant
contribution to the deposition efficiency could come from the hydrocarbons.
Various hydrocarbon reflection models were tested in ERO simulations, in-
cluding fully reflected and fully sticking hydrocarbons. The hydrocarbons
were also assigned molecule- and energy-dependent reflection coefficients,
which necessitated a simultaneous increase in their prompt re-erosion yields.
Using a single reflection model, agreement with measured deposition efficien-
cies was not obtained for all the valves and experiments simultaneously. The
effects of the magnetic presheath model and tile geometry used in the sim-
ulations were pointed out as likely to influence the solution for hydrocarbon
deposition.
Publication V included the new results from the second forward field experi-
ment, in which similar plasma conditions but a lower injection rate of 13CH4
was used compared with the first experiment. The injection rate was not
found to influence the transport directions, suggesting that any large pertur-
bation of the local electric field had not occurred with the higher injection
rate. Spectroscopic measurements indicated that the possible perturbation
was limited close to the exit hole location. The deposition efficiency was,
however, found to reduce by a factor of 2 with the reduction of injection rate.
The reduction in deposition occurred at all locations; the extension of the
tails decreased in particular. The simulations showed no change in the de-
position efficiency, which could be because of inadequate modelling of C/W
mixing or current ramp up / ramp down phases in the discharges.
From the results one may conclude that the effects of plasma friction and
E × B drifts on carbon migration are significant. This emphasizes the im-
portance of including drift effects when modelling impurity migration in the
divertor. Such work has been urged [198] but was not included in kinetic
simulations of divertor impurity migration before the present work. The
transport due to an E×B drift can influence the direction and rate of impu-
rity “walking” [107] that is due to the subsequent re-erosion and re-deposition
steps in the divertor, and can therefore affect the net leakage of impurities
from the divertor and mixing of materials inside the divertor. To validate the
assumptions on hydrocarbon re-deposition efficiency, a careful analysis of the
magnetic presheath using, for example, PIC simulations is suggested.
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Detailed numerical analysis of dedicated plasma characterization discharges
and tracer injection experiments in ASDEX Upgrade showed that the plasma
conditions and impurity migration in the outer divertor are significantly influ-
enced by cross-field drifts. Interpretive SOLPS5.0–ERO simulations demon-
strated that the local migration pathways are largely determined by the E×B
drift in the divertor and by the friction force caused by the plasma flow.
These are both affected by the reversal of the magnetic field which, due to
the reversal of drifts, changes the plasma conditions in the divertor. Accurate
modelling of the spatial distribution of plasma parameters in the divertor was
thus concluded necessary to reproduce the measured deposition patterns in
simulations.
To validate the SOLPS5.0 plasma fluid solutions, comparison with an exten-
sive set of experimental data from low-density L-mode discharges in forward
and reversed field was made. It was observed that in forward field, with a low-
recycling outer divertor plasma, a good agreement with all measurements on
the LFS could be obtained, provided that cross-field drifts were activated in
the simulations. Nevertheless, discrepancies in the radial profiles were found
when modelling a similar reversed field discharge, with medium recycling in
both inner and outer divertor. An exception was found when comparing the
measured and modelled parallel ion fluxes on the outer midplane, which were
quantitatively matched only in reversed field.
Simulations with the Monte Carlo code ASCOT were carried out in addition
for a medium-density H-mode discharge, revealing that in medium collision-
ality, a significant fraction of electrons can reach the divertor target with
suprathermal energy. These hot electrons could substantially increase the
target heat loads with respect to those which would be expected from a ther-
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mal, Maxwellian population. The energy composition of electron losses was
found to be very sensitive to the distribution of the background electron den-
sity and temperature along the field lines. Therefore, the deviations from
a fluid model can not be assessed based on simple estimates that consider
only field-line averaged collisionality or prompt kinetic losses from the outer
midplane. Detailed kinetic modelling is, thus, required. Deviations from the
fluid model were found to be significant in the case of a large temperature
gradient along the field lines just outside the separatrix, associated with a
high-recycling divertor plasma.
In conclusion, reliable fluid plasma solutions for the divertor could be iden-
tified only when the recycling of neutrals in the divertor was low enough to
prevent significant temperature drop on the way from upstream to the target.
This was observed independent of the level of agreement between measured
and modelled main SOL ion flows. The agreement with the measurements
in the outer divertor was significantly improved when cross-field drifts were
activated in the simulations.
Based on the above discussion, the SOLPS5.0–ERO simulations could be
best validated in comparison to the forward field experiments in low density.
A detailed inspection of the modelled trajectories of the injected methane
molecules revealed that in low-recycling divertor conditions, a large fraction of
hydrocarbons dissociates already within a few ion Larmor radii of the surface,
where their transport is dominated by the strong magnetic presheath electric
field. The majority of hydrocarbon deposition occurs therefore in the near
vicinity of the injection location. Since a significant fraction of the released
molecules arrive at the surface as hydrocarbons, the assumptions made on
their reflection and re-erosion influences the modelled net erosion/deposition
rates. Detailed modelling of the magnetic presheath, including the effects of
tile gaps and protruding edges, was suggested for simulations of hydrocarbon
re-deposition.
Further away from the source, it is either carbon atoms or carbon ions which
define the local deposition pattern. The dissociation or ionization to carbon
ions occurs outside the magnetic presheath, where the transport is controlled
mostly by the divertor plasma conditions. The migration pathways were thus
found to be determined by carbon ions and can be considered to apply to
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impurities in general. The field reversal was observed to change the migration
of impurities in both toroidal and poloidal directions having, thus, wider
implications for the leakage of impurities out of the divertor and for material
mixing along a target which is composed of several materials. A change in
transport towards the surface could be observed as well, leading to smaller
re-deposition efficiencies in reversed compared to forward field.
The observed changes in carbon migration could be attributed to the changes
in the E × B drift of carbon ions and plasma friction. This underlines the
importance of realistic modelling of the distribution of plasma density and
temperature in the divertor plasma. Overall, the good agreement between
the SOLPS5.0–ERO simulations and measured local impurity migration in
low-density discharges can be considered as a promising result with respect
to integrated modelling of material migration.
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